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Learning Objectives for Pharmacists & Pharmacy Technicians:
Upon completion of this CPE activity participants should be able to:
1. Distinguish the characteristics of each of the 5
7. List which voices are present-oriented and which
Voices.
voices are future-oriented.
2. Identify your Foundational Leadership Voice.
8. Rank the voices from most quiet to the loudest.
3. Describe what it means to be a “Liberating Leader".
9. Determine which voices take critical feedback
4. Analyze how a leader may “Abdicate” in a situation.
personally.
5. Define nature, nurture, and choice as it relates your
10. Select two areas for improvement as it relates to
Foundational Leadership Voice.
your Foundational Leadership Voice interacting with
6. Compare self-awareness and emotional intelligence.
others on your team.

Speaker: Brandon T. Jennings, PharmD, BCACP

Dr. Brandon T. Jennings is the Founder, President and CEO of Abilyn Consulting, LLC. In this role, Dr.
Jennings collaborates with organizations to build stronger teams, improve operational efficiencies
and establish realistic strategic goals. Prior to his current position, Dr. Jennings was the Executive
Director of the Dr. Terry Sinclair Health Clinic in Winchester, Virginia. He also spent over 14 years in
the pharmacy education and health care environments. Serving as a clinical faculty member at both
the University of Utah College of Pharmacy and Shenandoah University School of Pharmacy, Dr.
Jennings helped to establish collaborative relationships between community partners and the
University. It was during this time in academia that Dr. Jennings was exposed to the GiANT
Worldwide Leadership Tools and Program. He has received further training in this model, and he now shares it with
leaders and teams across the country. Dr. Jennings received his Doctor of Pharmacy degree from Virginia
Commonwealth University in Richmond, Virginia in 2006 and completed a Pharmacy Practice Residency with
Emphasis in Community Care at the same institution in partnership with Kmart Pharmacy in 2007. He has
collaborated on 10 peer-reviewed articles and has received numerous awards in his career. Dr. Jennings is also a
Member of the Board of Directors for the Virginia Association of Free and Charitable Clinics and has served Phi
Lambda Sigma, the Pharmacy Leadership Society, in various roles over the last 7 years including the current Executive
Director. Dr. Jennings is a board-certified ambulatory care pharmacist, and he resides in Winchester, Virginia with his
wife and two children.
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CPE Learning Objectives
Upon successful completion of this course, learners should be able to:
• Distinguish the characteristics of each of the 5 Voices.
• Identify your Foundational Leadership Voice.
• Describe what it means to be a “Liberating Leader".
• Analyze how a leader may “Abdicate” in a situation.
• Define nature, nurture, and choice as it relates your Foundational Leadership Voice.
• Compare self-awareness and emotional intelligence.
• List which voices are present-oriented and which voices are future-oriented.
• Rank the voices from most quiet to the loudest.
• Determine which voices take critical feedback personally.
• Select two areas for improvement as it relates to your Foundational Leadership Voice
interacting with others on your team.
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Disclosure Statement
• Brandon Jennings has no relevant financial relationships to disclose.
• Off-label medication use will not be discussed during this presentation
• Acknowledgement: All materials discussed are copyrighted to GiANT Worldwide. All rights reserved.
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Everyone speaks
Not everyone is heard

5

Consequently…
Teams function at less
than 60% of their true
potential

82% of Team members
feel misunderstood and
undervalued

Team leaders rarely, if
ever, hear the truth from
their people

Leaders undermine their
influence every day
without even knowing it
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What if every voice around
your table was truly heard,
valued, and appreciated?
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THE CORE
PI

EI

PERSONALITY
INTELLIGENCE

EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

SELF-AWARE

OTHERS-AWARE

THE
CORE

SI
SKILLS
INTELLIGENCE
TASK-AWARE
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SUPPORT CHALLENGE MATRIX
High Support

PROTECT

LIBERATE

Culture of Entitlement
and Mistrust

Culture of Empowerment
and Opportunity

Low Challenge

High Challenge

ABDICATE

DOMINATE

Culture of Apathy
and Low Expectation

Culture of Fear
and Manipulation

Low Support
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5 Voices | Assumptions
1. Our “Voice” is made up of all 5 Voices
2. Some Voices are more natural to us than others
3. Maturity allows us to value the contribution each Voice brings
4. Nature, nurture, and choice have all played a part
5. Don’t assume you know what someone else’s Foundational Voice is
6. Don’t assume you know what each word means
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5 Voices

© GiANT Worldwide
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NURTURER
Discover Your Leadership Voice

The NURTURER is the champion of:
• people
• relational harmony
• values

12
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NURTURER
Discover Your Leadership Voice

• They intuitively feel how an organization will react to a new idea
• They defend values - people will always come before profit
• They function as the relational oil inside teams and organizations
• They are pragmatic realists who ask, "has this really been thought through?"
• They take genuine delight in celebrating the achievements of others
• They are natural team players
• They can become overly resistant to change & demonstrate passive aggressive tendencies
• They rarely value the contribution they make
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FIRST VOICE PERCENTAGES
43%

-

-

-

-

Nurturer

Creative

Guardian

Connector

Pioneer

People, relational
harmony, and values

Future ideas, innovation,
and organizational
integrity.

Due diligence,
resources, and efficient
systems and processes

Relational networks,
internal collaboration, and
effective communication

Strategic vision, resultsfocused, and problemsolving
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The Nurturer
Nurturer

WATCH OUT FOR
Nurturers have a fear of conflict and often
won’t speak out; beware of silence

VOICE
VOLUME

POPULATION

CHAMPION OF
People, relational harmony, and values

43%

HOW TO EMPOWER THEM
Let them speak first; affirm their competence
and the genuine value of their contribution
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CREATIVE
Discover Your Leadership Voice

The CREATIVE is the champion of:
• future ideas
• innovation
• organizational integrity
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CREATIVE
Discover Your Leadership Voice

• They are the conceptual architects and love to think outside the box
• They function as an “early warning radar system” for teams, often seeing the
opportunities and dangers long before everyone else
• They are never satisfied with the status quo - they inherently believe things can always
be better
• If the vision is compelling the word “can’t” is not in their vocabulary
• They often struggle with the fact that "people never seem to fully understand my ideas”
• They exhibit a strong social conscience and desire for personal and organizational
integrity
• Being internal perfectionists, they can often fail to celebrate the 90% that has been
achieved, focusing instead on the 10% that hasn’t!
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FIRST VOICE PERCENTAGES
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The Creative
Creative

CHAMPION OF
Future ideas, innovation, and organizational
integrity

VOICE
VOLUME

WATCH OUT FOR
Creatives can struggle to communicate
effectively and have idealist perfectionist
tendencies

POPULATION

HOW TO EMPOWER THEM
Don’t judge them on what they say first, help
them communicate their ideas. Let them
know it’s ok to be wrong sometimes.

9%
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GUARDIAN
Discover Your Leadership Voice

The GUARDIAN is the champion of:
• due diligence
• resources
• efficient systems and processes
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GUARDIAN
Discover Your Leadership Voice

• They have a relentless commitment to ask the difficult questions
• They will always seek to honor the past as teams look towards the future
• They accept as personal the commitment to deliver projects on time and on budget
• They have the ability to detach decision-making from personal sentiments
• They are naturally risk averse asking "is it worth the risk and investment?"
• They respect and value logic, order, systems, and repeatable processes
• Their desire for truth and right decisions can sometimes override the feelings of
others
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The Guardian
Guardian

CHAMPION OF
Due diligence, resources, and efficient
systems and processes

VOICE
VOLUME

WATCH OUT FOR
Guardians are risk averse; they can be
negative and bring excessive critique

POPULATION

HOW TO EMPOWER THEM
Welcome their challenging critique and
commitment to due diligence

30%
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CONNECTOR
Discover Your Leadership Voice

The CONNECTOR is the champion of:
• relational networks
• internal collaboration
• effective communication

24
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CONNECTOR
Discover Your Leadership Voice

• They are persuasive and inspirational communicators - rallying people to causes and
things they believe in
• They are incredibly resourceful - “Whatever we need, I can get it, or I have a source”
• They have the capacity to maintain a large number of relationships
• They know how to connect with people and their aspirations
• They need appreciation and credit for making key connections - “Are you aware of what
I’ve done?"
• Their people-pleasing tendencies mean they often struggle to bring effective challenge
• They often struggle to hear or engage fully with critical feedback
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The Connector
Connector

WATCH OUT FOR
Connectors always interpret challenge of
their ideas as personal

VOICE
VOLUME

POPULATION

CHAMPION OF
Relational networks, internal collaboration,
and effective communication

11%

HOW TO EMPOWER THEM
Give them time to share their ideas and
passions; appreciate before you critique
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PIONEER
Discover Your Leadership Voice

The PIONEER is the champion of:
• strategic vision
• results focus
• problem solving
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PIONEER
Discover Your Leadership Voice

• They approach life with an “anything is possible!” attitude
• Visioning and shaping a scalable future is always the highest priority
• Their strategic military thinking makes them incredibly effective at aligning people,
systems, and resources
• Winning is a massive driver; they hate to give up and will drive their team long after
others would have given up
• They are powerful communicators, using logic and rationality to provide an
attractive and compelling vision of the future
• The immature Pioneer can often appear very arrogant with a “me focused” agenda
• They quickly dismiss the contributions of those they don’t believe to be competent
or experienced
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FIRST VOICE PERCENTAGES
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The Pioneer
Pioneer

WATCH OUT FOR
Pioneers lack sensitivity, can be unwilling to
listen, and can be perceived as arrogant

VOICE
VOLUME

POPULATION

CHAMPION OF
Strategic vision, results-focused, and
problem-solving

7%

HOW TO EMPOWER THEM
Don’t worry - they empower themselves. Just
affirm their competence.
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Liberating Statements

32
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LIBERATING A NURTURER
I need you to value my contribution and take the time to draw
out what I really think. Invest and believe in me even if I
struggle to believe I’m good enough. Spend quality time with
me, get to know me, and join me in caring for others even
when you don’t perceive it as important.
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LIBERATING A CREATIVE
I need you to believe in me and my ideas, but don’t judge me
on what I say first. Make sure you take the time and ask the
questions to understand what I’m trying to say! Give me the
space to dream and keep encouraging me to push new
frontiers even if you can’t see it yet!
•

The Art of Collaboration

34
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LIBERATING A GUARDIAN
I need you to respect my professionalism, competence, and
desire to bring order, systems, and processes to life. Let me
ask my questions and do my due diligence. Value the real me
that lies behind my logical, rational questions and critique.
•

The Art of Collaboration
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LIBERATING A CONNECTOR
Celebrate life with me and understand that at my best I don't
separate work, rest, and play easily. Regularly ask me what
I’m excited about and then let me tell my stories! Never stop
believing in me, appreciate my strategic connections, and
encourage me to keep dreaming about changing the world
and expanding our influence.
•

The Art of Collaboration
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LIBERATING A PIONEER
I need you to respect my competence. Don’t judge me for
being competitive and wanting to change the world! Invite me
to help solve your problems - I love doing that! Encourage me
to dream beyond what anyone else believes possible.
•

The Art of Collaboration
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